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ABSTRACT
We present mehanisms that enable our ompiler-target lan-

guage, C--, to express four of the best known tehniques

for implementing exeptions, all within a single, uniform

framework. We de�ne the mehanisms preisely, using a

formal operational semantis. We also show that exep-

tions need not require speial treatment in the optimizer;

by introduing extra dataow edges, we make standard op-

timization tehniques work even on programs that use exep-

tions. Our approah lari�es the design spae of exeption-

handling tehniques, and it allows a single optimizer to han-

dle a variety of implementation tehniques. Our ultimate

goal is to allow a soure-language ompiler the freedom to

hoose its exeption-handling poliy, while enapsulating the

arhiteture-dependent mehanisms and their optimization

in an implementation of C-- that an be used by ompilers

for many soure languages.

1. INTRODUCTION

C-- is a ompiler-target language intended to be indepen-

dent of both soure programming language and target ar-

hiteture (Peyton Jones, Oliva, and Nordin 1997; Pey-

ton Jones, Ramsey, and Reig 1999). Its design aommo-

dates a variety of soure languages and leaves room for bak-

end optimization, all without upalls from the bak end to

the front end.

C-- is not a universal intermediate language (Conway 1958)

or a \write-one, run-anywhere" intermediate language

(Lindholm and Yellin 1997). Rather, C-- enapsulates om-

pilation tehniques that are well understood, but diÆult to

implement. Suh tehniques inlude instrution seletion,

register alloation, instrution sheduling, and salar opti-

mizations of imperative ode with loops. Beyond this, C--

also enapsulates the arhiteture-spei� run-time support

required for high-level run-time servies suh as garbage ol-

letion, onurreny, debugging, and exeption dispath. It

is inappropriate for a bak end like C-- to implement suh

servies, so the hallenge is to identify low-level, primitive

mehanisms that a bak end should provide, on top of whih

a C-- lient an implement high-level servies.

This paper explains how C-- enapsulates the tehniques

ompilers use to support exeption dispath. It makes the

following ontributions:

� We present the two mehanisms that C-- uses to

speify interproedural ontrol ow: weak ontinua-

tions that do not outlive their proedure ativations,

and all-site annotations (Setion 4). These meha-

nisms support, in a single framework, three well-known

ways of implementing exeptions. C-- also supports

ontinuation-passing style, a fourth implementation

tehnique. Every native-ode ompiler of whih we are

aware uses one of these four tehniques to implement

exeptions.

� To de�ne these mehanisms preisely, we present the

intermediate language Abstrat C-- and its formal op-

erational semantis (Setion 5). Abstrat C-- is easily

derived from C-- soure.

� It is not immediately obvious how standard analyses

and optimizations should be implemented in the pres-

ene of exeptions. We therefore present an algorithm

for onverting abstrat C-- into a dataow graph (Se-

tion 6). This may be a novel way of doumenting an

intermediate representation, and it should be diretly

useful to implementors, who an then use standard

dataow analyses to produe aurate and safe ode

even in the presene of exeptions and exeption han-

dlers; exeptions need not be treated as speial ases.

Therefore, a single optimizer should suÆe for all C--

programs, regardless of the original soure language.

� Our approah is simple and an be applied to other

intermediate forms, and it illuminates the design spae

of exeption-dispath mehanisms.

Not everything here is new. For example, any ompiler

writer who thinks hard may deide to use extra ow edges

to express the optimization onstraints of exeptions (Hsieh,

Gyllenhaal, and Hwu 1996). But the literature on optimiz-

ing in the presene of exeptions is sparse; Hennessy (1981)

and Chase (1994b) are rare exeptions. We do not know of

other work that presents language-independent tehniques

for suh optimization.



2. WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

Sine we intend to provide exeption mehanisms that suÆe

to support a variety of programming languages, we begin

by surveying the mehanisms that are widely used. We are

aware of four tehniques that are used to transfer ontrol

from the point where a soure-language exeption is raised

to the point at whih that exeption is handled.

� Stak utting sets the stak pointer and the program

ounter to point diretly to the handler. In a native-

ode ompiler, this tehnique an be very fast, but

it does not restore the values of allee-saves registers;

in general, these values may be distributed throughout

the stak. This tehnique may be best suited to imple-

mentations that use no allee-saves registers. Obje-

tive CAML uses this tehnique, as do many Common

Lisps and pre-Sheme Lisps.

In C ode, setjmp and longjmp ut the stak, but

they typially save and restore lots of state: the size

of a jmp buf is 6 pointers on Pentium/Linux, 19 on

Spar/Solaris, and 84 on Alpha/Digital-Unix. Al-

though setjmp and longjmp do not always use the en-

tire bu�er, they are signi�antly more expensive than

a native-ode stak utter, whih saves 2 pointers. On

the SPARC, longjmp pays the additional penalty of

ushing register windows. Beause of the performane

penalty, setjmp and longjmp are used only by imple-

mentations that ompile to C, suh as SRC Modula-3.

� Run-time stak unwinding uses the run-time system to

unwind the stak one frame at a time until the handler

is reahed. The run-time system restores the values

of allee-saves registers as it unwinds the stak, typi-

ally by interpreting tables deposited by the bak end.

Operating systems may provide support for run-time

stak unwinding; for example, the MIPS ABI provides

a \run-time proedure table," and Digital Unix in-

ludes a well-spei�ed ABI for all staks. The native-

ode bak ends of Polytehni Modula-3 use this teh-

nique, as do the the Java Virtual Mahine and many

C++ ompilers.

� Native-ode stak unwinding uses speialized ode in

eah proedure to unwind the stak when a \nonlo-

al return" or \exeptional termination" is alled for.

Beause the ompiler generates native ode to do the

unwinding, no interpretive overhead is involved. The

Self ompiler uses this tehnique.

� In ontinuation-passing style, the potential exeption

handlers are represented by an exeption ontinuation.

Generated ode raises an exeption by making a tail

all to this ontinuation. The ontinuation deides

whih handler applies. Again, the ompiler generates

speialized ode for eah handler. Standard ML of

New Jersey uses this tehnique.

C-- supports ontinuation-passing style through fully gen-

eral tail alls (Peyton Jones, Oliva, and Nordin 1997), whih

require no further explanation. We therefore disuss only

the �rst three mehanisms. Although these mehanisms are

well understood, supporting any of them requires intimate

ooperation among the optimizer, the ode generator, and

the run-time system.

/* Ordinary reursion */

export sp1;

sp1( bits32 n ) {

bits32 s, p;

if n == 1 {

return( 1, 1 );

} else {

s, p = sp1( n-1 );

return( s+n, p*n );

}

}

/* Tail reursion */

export sp2;

sp2( bits32 n ) {

jump sp2_help( n, 1, 1 );

}

sp2_help( bits32 n, bits32 s, bits32 p ) {

if n==1 {

return( s, p );

} else {

jump sp2_help( n-1, s+n, p*n )

}

}

/* Loops */

export sp3;

sp3( bits32 n ) {

bits32 s, p;

s = 1; p = 1;

loop:

if n==1 {

return( s, p );

} else {

s = s+n;

p = p*n;

n = n-1;

goto loop;

} }

Figure 1: Three proedures that ompute the sum
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i, written in C--.

� Corret exeption dispath depends both on the se-

mantis of exeptions in the soure language and on

the representation of the all stak on the target ma-

hine; the interations may be subtle.

� Optimization is fundamentally a�eted by exeptions.

Optimizing ompilers may have rather ad ho modi�-

ations that make the optimizers \do the right thing"

for the exeption semantis of one partiular language.

The easy way out is for the ode generator to know the

language-spei� details of exeption semantis, and for the

run-time system to know the ode generator's stak layouts

and register-saving protools. But suh intimate ooper-

ation is not available to a reusable ode generator, whih

must support multiple soure languages on multiple target

arhitetures.

A main ontribution of this paper is to show how a reusable

ode generator an ooperate with front ends at arm's

length, and yet still support a variety of exeption seman-

tis in an arhiteture-independent way. Our key observa-

tion is that a language alone annot provide a suÆiently

exible interfae. C-- inludes not only a language, whih

ooperates with the the soure-language ompiler, but also a

run-time system, whih ooperates with the soure-langage

run-time system.



3. C--: A PORTABLE ASSEMBLER

Before disussing how C-- deals with exeptions, we sketh

the language and its run-time system; more details an be

found in Peyton Jones, Oliva, and Nordin (1997) and Pey-

ton Jones, Ramsey, and Reig (1999). To give a feel for C--,

Figure 1 presents three C-- proedures, eah of whih om-

putes the sum and produt of the integers 1::n.

3.1 The C-- language

Muh of C-- is unremarkable. C-- has parameterized pro-

edures with delared loal variables. A proedure body

onsists of a sequene of statements, whih inlude assign-

ments, onditionals, gotos, alls, and jumps (tail alls).

Figure 1 illustrates two features that are ommon in assem-

blers, but less ommon in programming languages. First, a

proedure may return multiple results. For example, all the

proedures in Figure 1 return two results, and sp1 ontains a

all to a multi-result proedure (namely sp1 itself). Seond,

a C-- proedure may expliitly tail-all another proedure.

For example, sp2 tail-alls sp2_help (using \jump"), and

the latter tail-alls itself. A tail all has the same semantis

as a regular proedure all followed by a return, but it is

guaranteed to dealloate the aller's resoures (notably its

ativation reord) before the all.

C-- has an extremely modest type system: the only types

are words and oating-point values of various sizes, e.g.,

bits8, bits16, bits32, bits64, float32, and float64. For

eah target arhiteture, eah implementation of C-- des-

ignates one of the bitsn types as the \native data-pointer

type" and one as the \native ode-pointer type." For exam-

ple, the name of a proedure, like sp1 in Figure 1, denotes

an immutable value of the native ode-pointer type.

By intent, the C-- type system does not protet the

programmer|its sole purpose is to diret the C-- ompiler's

use of mahine resoures; in partiular, its mapping of vari-

ables to registers. For example, C-- does not hek the

number or types of arguments passed to a proedure.

Both loal and global variables model mahine registers, not

memory loations. Therefore, variables have no addresses|

whenever possible, the C-- bak end maps them to registers.

C-- also permits the programmer to delare names that

refer to bloks of memory alloated either globally or in a

proedure's ativation reord, but these names do not stand

for variables; they stand for addresses of memory bloks, and

as suh they denote immutable values of the native data-

pointer type.

All memory aess is expliit. For example, the statement

bits32[x℄ = bits32[y℄ + 1;

loads a 32-bit word from the memory loation whose ad-

dress is in the variable y, inrements it, and stores it in the

memory loation whose address is in the variable x.

3.2 Programs as graphs

We regard a C-- program as the textual desription of a

ontrol-ow graph, or rather, of a set of named ontrol-ow

graphs, one for eah proedure. C-- syntax is designed to

make all intraproedural ontrol-ow edges expliit.

For example, a label, like loop in sp3, names a node in the

graph, and a goto reates an edge to the spei�ed label.

The target of a goto must be a label in the same proedure.

A label is a value, so the target of a goto an be omputed at

run time, but suh a gotomust statially identify all possible

targets, so the C-- ompiler an inlude those edges in its

ontrol-ow graph.

3.3 The runtime systems

We assume that an exeutable program is built by linking

together three parts, eah of whih may be found in objet

�les, libraries, or a ombination.

� The front end translates the high-level soure program

into one or more C-- modules, whih the C-- ompiler

translates to generated objet ode.

� The front end omes with a (probably large) front-end

run-time system. This run-time system implements all

poliy, as well as any mehanisms that depend on the

soure language. These may inlude a garbage olle-

tor, exeption dispather, thread sheduler, et. The

front-end run-time system is written in a programming

language designed for humans, not in C--; here we as-

sume it is written in C.

� Every C-- implementation omes with a (hopefully

small) C-- run-time system. This run-time system

enapsulates arhiteture-spei� mehanisms, and

it provides servies to the front end run-time sys-

tem through a C-language run-time interfae (Pey-

ton Jones and Ramsey 1998). Di�erent front ends may

interoperate with the same C-- run-time system.

The main servie provided by the C-- run-time interfae

is to present the state of a suspended C-- omputation

(\thread") as a stak of abstrat ativations. Operations

are provided to walk down the stak; to get information

from an ativation; to make a partiular ativation beome

the topmost one; and to hange the resumption point of

the topmost ativation. These operations are summarized

in Table 1; the latter three operations are disussed in Se-

tion 4. Given knowledge of stak layout, implementing these

operations is straightforward; the representation of an ati-

vation is likely to inlude opies of allee-saves registers and

a pointer to an ativation reord on the real all stak.

C-- syntax enables a front end to assoiate with eah all

site one or more arbitrary stati data bloks, or desriptors,

eah of whih is alloated and initialized by the front end.

The syntax is not important in this paper. At run-time,

the C-- run-time interfae provides GetDesriptor, whih

returns the n'th desriptor assoiated with a partiular a-

tivation.

How is ontrol transferred between a running C-- ompu-

tation and a run-time system? A front-end runtime may

reate many C-- threads, eah of whih makes a oroutine

all to the front-end runtime to request servies like thread

swithing or exeption dispath. Or a runtime may reate

a single C-- thread, whih runs on the system stak and

requests servies by making ordinary alls to the front-end

runtime. In either ase, the C-- thread initiates the inter-

ation by alling the speial C-- proedure yield.



Resume(t) Resumes C-- thread t.

FirstAtivation(t, &a) Sets a to \urrently exeuting" ativation of thread t.

NextAtivation(&a) Mutates a to point to the ativation to whih a will return (normally a's aller).

SetAtivation(t, a) Arranges for thread t to resume exeution with ativation a.

SetUnwindCont(t, n) Arranges for thread t to resume exeution by unwinding to the n'th ontinuation of the ativation with

whih it is set to resume.

SetCutToCont(t, k) Arranges for thread t to resume exeution by utting the stak to ontinuation k.

FindContParam(t, n) Returns a pointer to the loation in whih the n'th parameter of the urrently-set ontinuation will be

returned to thread t.

GetDesriptor(a, n) Returns a pointer to the n'th desriptor assoiated with ativation a.

Table 1: The C-- run-time interfae

4. IMPLEMENTING HIGHLEVEL EX

CEPTIONS IN C--

We now turn our attention to exeptions. Whatever the

details, exeptions hange the ow of ontrol. The desti-

nation of an exeptional ontrol transfer is usually alled a

handler ; �nding a handler and transferring to it is alled

exeption dispath. C-- models handlers as ontinuations,

and it provides several ontrol-transfer mehanisms. C--

uses annotations on all sites to tell the optimizer what ex-

eptional ontrol transfers an take plae. These annota-

tions also help implement the ontrol-transfer mehanisms.

This setion desribes the mehanisms; Appendix A shows

examples of their use.

4.1 C-- Continuations
Wemodel an exeption handler as a C-- ontinuation, whih

is a bit like a label with parameters.

f( bits32 x, bits32 y ) f

float64 w;

: : :

g( x, k ) also uts to k ;

/* k may be "ut to" by g, or

: : : by something g alls */

return;

ontinuation k( x ):

: : : ode for k, mentioning x, y, w : : :

g

Here, k is a ontinuation, whih is passed to g. A on-

tinuation an be delared only inside a proedure. The x

in ontinuation k(x) is not a binding instane; the \for-

mal parameters" of a ontinuation must be variables of the

enlosing proedure, and therefore they need no type de-

larations. Like every C-- ontinuation, k denotes a value,

whih an be used to transfer ontrol to it, as shown in Se-

tion 4.2. The value k enapsulates a stak pointer and a

program ounter.

A ontinuation value may be passed to proedures or stored

in data strutures; its type is the native data-pointer type.

One an ativation dies, however, its ontinuations die too.

Invoking a dead ontinuation is an unheked run-time er-

ror, whih it is up to the high-level front end to avoid. C--

ontinuations are therefore less powerful than (say) Sheme

ontinuations, but they an be implemented very eÆiently,

without stak opying. To avoid unheked errors, a front

end might protet invoations with a run-time hek, or it

might impose invariants that guarantee no dead ontinua-

tion an ever be invoked.

Stak walk required?

Exeute in No Yes

Generated

ode

ut to return <m/n>

Run-time

system

SetCutToCont

SetAtivation and

SetUnwindCont

Figure 2: Alternatives for ontrol transfer

The annotation \also uts to k" at g's all site indiates

that ontrol might ow from the all diretly to k. We dis-

uss all-site annotations in Setion 4.4.

4.2 Transferring control to a C-- continuation
A C-- proedure an transfer ontrol to a ontinuation in

any of four ways, eah of whih has a di�erent ost model.

The four mehanisms that C-- provides o�er ompiler writ-

ers alternatives for eah of two trade-o�s.

� Does raising an exeption involve walking the stak?

Walking the stak makes raising an exeption expen-

sive, but an make it heaper to enter the sope of a

handler.

� Should the bulk of the work be done in generated ode

or in the run-time system? Using generated ode re-

sults in larger exeutables, but they may be faster.

Figure 2 shows the four mehanisms that support these al-

ternatives. In the �rst row are C-- primitives, whih result

in generated ode. In the seond row are entry points in the

C-- run-time interfae (Table 1). We desribe of the four

design hoies in Figure 2 in turn, starting with the top left

orner and working ounterlokwise.

Stack cutting (first column of Figure 2)
Given a ontinuation value, the C-- primitive \ut to" in-

vokes the ontinuation, transfering ontrol diretly to the

ontinuation without walking the stak.

ut to k( arguments );

Here, k is a ontinuation value, suh as that passed to g in

the example of Setion 4.1. The ut to primitive transfers

arguments to onventional loations

1

, trunates the stak to

k's ativation, and sets the program ounter to k's program

1

These loations, whih are typially registers, are determined by

a alling onvention that is private to C--.



ounter. All of this takes onstant time; there is no stak

walk.

Instead of using ut to, the C-- program may yield to the

front-end run-time system. One the latter �nds a ontinu-

ation value, it an dupliate the e�et of ut to by

1. alling SetCutToCont (Table 1), whih uts the stak,

2. alling FindContParam, whih identi�es the loations

in whih the ontinuation expets parameters,

3. storing the atual parameters in those loations, and

4. alling Resume to pass ontrol bak to generated ode.

Stak utting takes onstant time, but it imposes the ost of

reording the ontinuation value to be ut to. Beause C--

plaes few onstraints on the identi�ation of target ontinu-

ations, di�erent front ends an use di�erent implementation

tehniques. Here are two ommon hoies:

� Have the program keep trak of a single \exeption

ontinuation," perhaps in a register. Commonly, when

ontrol is transferred to this ontinuation, it updates

the register to point to a new exeption ontinuation.

� Keep a global stak of ontinuations; hoose the top-

most one. Alternatively, keep information about whih

exeptions were handled by the ontinuation, and

hoose the �rst one that applies to the given exep-

tion.

Both hoies impose a small ost whenever exeution enters

or leaves the sope of an exeption handler, regardless of

whether the exeption is raised.

The stak-utting tehnique also redues the utility of allee-

saves registers. Normally, we ould keep y and w in allee-

saves registers aross the all to g. But the stak-utting

tehnique annot restore the values of y and w before enter-

ing k. Why not? Beause the values of y and w might have

been spilled into any ativation in the stak between k's own

ativation and the plae where the exeption is raised. Stak

utting therefore imposes a small performane penalty on

any all that an ut to a ontinuation; the allee-saves

registers must be onsidered killed by ow edges from the

all to any ut to ontinuations. This penalty, too, is paid

regardless of whether the ontinuation is used.

Stack unwinding (second column of Figure 2)

A well-known alternative to stak utting is to walk the

stak, one ativation at a time, to disover the topmost a-

tivation that an handle a given exeption. The idea is that

it should ost nothing to enter or leave the sope of a han-

dler; in exhange, we are willing to pay more to raise an

exeption. C-- supports this approah as well.

To use the unwinding tehnique, the C-- program may

yield to the front-end run-time system, indiating (in some

manner that C-- neither knows nor ares about) whih

exeption to raise. The front-end runtime then initialises

an ativation handle with FirstAtivation, and walks the

stak using NextAtivation (Table 1). For eah ativation

it alls GetDesriptor to �nd the stati desriptor deposited

for the ativation by the front-end ompiler. If this desrip-

tor indiates that this ativation an handle the exeption,

the front-end runtime uses SetAtivation to arrange that

exeution will resume at the ativation thus identi�ed.

The suspended all site in this ativation should look some-

thing like this:

g( x ) also unwinds to k0, k1;

Here, k0 and k1 are ontinuations, de�ned in the same pro-

edure as the all to g. The also unwinds to annotations

indiate ontrol ow, just like the also uts to annotation

disussed in Setion 4.1. In addition, also unwinds to sup-

ports the SetUnwindCont run-time interfae all (Table 1).

The front-end runtime uses SetUnwindCont(t, n) to ar-

range that when exeution is resumed, it will resume at the

n'th ontinuation in the \unwinds to" list of the all site.

Finally, it an use FindContParam as before to �nd where to

store parameters to the ontinuation, and Resume to resume

exeution. Figure 9 in Appendix A shows the details.

The unwinding tehnique desribed so far is somewhat in-

terpretive: the front-end runtime walks the stak, looking

at desriptor information until it �nds a handler. C-- also

makes it possible to ompile this stak walk, by allowing a

proedure to return abnormally to its aller, thus:

return <0/2> ( return values );

This tells C-- that the aller has two abnormal return on-

tinuations (in addition to the normal return point), and

auses a return to the �rst (index 0) of these two. A normal

return to suh a all site would be written

return <2/2> ( return values );

The all site to whih suh a all returns must speify pre-

isely the orret number of returns to ontinuations as

are spei�ed in the return statement:

g( x ) also returns to k0, k1;

where k0 and k1 are, as before, ontinuations delared

in the same proedure as the all site. The statement

return <0/2> (p,q) would return to ontinuation k0, pass-

ing p and q from the return site to the parameters of k0. The

normal return ontinuation is always the last, so a normal

return in this ase would be return <2/2>. An unannotated

return is equivalent to return <0/0>.

Beause return transfers ontrol only from a proedure to

its aller, all proedures must ooperate to get the e�et

of ompiled unwinding. In a language that spei�es stat-

ially what exeptions a proedure may raise, one might

ompile eah all site with an abnormal-return ontinuation

for eah possible exeption. Alternatively, one might use

a single abnormal-return ontinuation to dispath all exep-

tions. C-- supports both styles eÆiently, leaving the hoie

to the implementor of the front end.

How are these abnormal returns implemented? It would

be possible simply to return an additional value from eah

proedure, whih the aller ould test to see whether the

allee had requested stak unwinding or a normal return.

Suh a test, however, would add an overhead at every all.

The overhead an be eliminated by means of a lever ode-

generation trik. At the all site, the all instrution is fol-

lowed not by the ode to be exeuted after a normal re-
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Figure 3: Standard SPARC instru-

tion sequene at all site.

Normal return is jmp %i7+8.

Figure 4: SPARC instrution

sequene using the branh-table

method.

Normal return is jmp %i7+16; return to

ontinuation k0 is jmp %i7+8.

turn, but by a table of branhes to ontinuations (Atkinson,

Liskov, and Sheier 1978). Figures 3 and 4 show an ex-

ample, using the SPARC instrution set. Figure 3 shows

the instrution sequene at an ordinary all site. The all

instrution leaves its address in register %i7, and the in-

strution in the delay slot is exeuted immediately after the

all, before ontrol is transferred to g. The standard return

instrution is jmp %i7+8, whih skips past the instrution in

the delay slot and resumes exeuting the normal ontinua-

tion.

Figure 4 shows the instrution sequene at the annotated

all site g( x ) also returns to k0, k1. The allee uses

jmp %i7+16 for a normal return; it uses jmp %i7+8 or

jmp %i7+12 to return to ontinuation k0 or k1. This teh-

nique has no dynami overhead in the normal ase.

2

Even

in the abnormal ase, the only dynami overhead is a branh

to a branh, whih is muh heaper than branh followed by

test and onditional branh. Atkinson, Liskov, and Shei-

er (1978) alls this tehnique the \branh-table method,"

noting that beause it adds words to every all site, the

spae overhead may be \onsiderable." On other proes-

sor arhitetures, the run-time overhead may also be on-

siderable; the unusual return address used in the normal

ase may require extra instrutions, and it may also onfuse

branh-predition hardware. Still, the branh-table method

is used in the Self ompiler to implement nonloal returns.

3

It an also support an eÆient implementation of the \ve-

tored returns" used in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (Pey-

ton Jones 1992, x9.4).

Whether a stak walk is implemented interpretively, in the

run-time system, or in native ode, using nonloal return,

it an easily restore the values of the allee-saves registers.

2

Even the branh-predition hardware may work without over-

head, beause under the standard SPARC alling onvention,

some C proedures return to %i7+8 and some to %i7+12.

3

Private ommuniation from Craig Chambers, January 1999.

Indeed, NextAtivation does so automatially

4

. So the un-

winding tehnique allows allee-saves registers to be used

at every all site, even if those values might be used in a

ontinuation.

4.3 Primitive operations that can fail

C-- expressions represent pure omputations on values; they

are evaluated without side e�ets, whih our only as the

result of assignments or alls. What, then, are we to do

when suh omputations fail beause of a fault deteted by

the hardware or the operating system? For example, what

about a divide instrution that traps when the divisor is

zero? For eah suh operation we provide two variants:

� The fast-but-dangerous variant (%divu, say) generates

the shortest possible ode sequene (usually one in-

strution), but its behavior is unspei�ed if it fails.

%divu(x,0) might ause an interrupt, kill the proess,

or silently give the wrong answer. The exat behavior

will vary between arhitetures. (An alternative would

be to guarantee proess abortion, but for ertain pro-

essors this alternative would impose run-time osts

that might be annoying in ases where the divisor was

provably non-zero.)

� The slow-but-solid variant (%%divu) maps failure into a

yield. For example, %%divu is indistinguishable from

a proedure de�ned as follows:

%%divu( bits32 p, bits32 q ) {

if q == 0 then { yield( DIVZERO ) }

return( %divu( p, q ) )

}

4

Sine x and ymay be in di�erent allee-saves registers at di�erent

all sites, the same ontinuation may need di�erent prologues

at di�erent all sites. These prologues roughly orrespond to �-

nodes in SSA form. The dispather must hoose the prologue that

is appropriate for the all site at whih f is suspended. Lukily,

this hoie an be hidden behind the C-- run-time interfae.



Note that if the run-time system fails to unwind or ut

the stak, the behavior of the subsequent all to %divu

is unspei�ed.

A use of %%divu takes the form of a proedure all,

together with its also annotations. As well as making

the ontrol ow expliit, writing faulting operations

as alls also ensures that the operations are evaluated

in a well-de�ned order. The C-- implementation an

hoose whether to perform the test for zero expliitly

(slow, but easy), or instead ath the interrupt and

map it into a yield (fast, but triky).

4.4 Informing the optimizer
Exeption dispath hanges the ow of ontrol. If the op-

timizer knows only that ontrol might be transferred unex-

petedly to a ontinuation, it has to make pessimisti as-

sumptions; for example, some Ada ompilers require that if

any exeption handler uses a variable, that variable must

always be kept in memory. As another example, C om-

pilers make pessimisti assumptions about loal variables in

the presene of setjmp and longjmp. The only portable way

to guarantee that loal variables will have the right values

after a longjmp is to delare them volatile, whih many

C ompilers interpret to mean \always keep the values of

these variables on the stak."

C-- supports aggressive optimization by requiring that the

front end tell the optimizer expliitly how an exeption dis-

path might hange the ow of ontrol. This information

is onveyed through the annotations attahed to all sites,

some of whih we have mentioned already. The following

example shows the omplete set:

r = g( x ) also uts to k1

also unwinds to k2, k3

also returns to k4

also aborts;

In the normal ase, the all to g( x ) returns a value, whih

is plaed in r. However, if the all to g raises an exeption,

the exeption dispather may ut the stak by invoking on-

tinuation k1 (with a loss of allee-saves registers), unwind

the stak to ontinuations k2 or k3, return to alternate on-

tinuation k4, or abort the exeution of the proedure ati-

vation ontaining the all (e.g., by unwinding or utting the

stak past that ativation). The names appearing in these

annotations, like k1, k2, k3, and k4, are always names of on-

tinuations delared in the same proedure as the all site;

the annotations may not name variables or expressions.

The \also" annotations add extra ow edges, from the all

site to the spei�ed ontinuations or to the exit node of the

proedure (in the ase of also aborts). These edges ex-

press preisely the onstraints that exeption handling im-

poses, but no more. The annotations annot reasonably be

inferred by the C-- ompiler on its own; only the front-end

ompiler knows whih alls an ow to whih ontinuations

and whih alls an abort. If the ontrol ow annot be de-

termined aurately, the front end, not C--, deides what

approximation is useful.

The also uts to annotation may also be attahed to a

ut to statement. An unannotated ut to is onsidered

simply to exit the urrent proedure, but if the ut to ould

transfer ontrol to a ontinuation in the same proedure, it

must have an also uts to annotation naming that on-

tinuation.

5. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS OF C--

So far, our treatment of C-- has been informal, as is om-

mon in in desriptions of exeption handling.

5

But without

a preise spei�ation it is impossible to say for sure whether

a partiular optimization hanges the behavior of the pro-

gram. There is also the risk that a front-end ompiler and

a C-- ompiler might disagree about what happens in some

obsure irumstane. Aordingly, in this setion we de-

sribe C-- formally and preisely.

We de�ne Abstrat C--, a language that resembles the ow-

graph representations used in optimizing ompilers, and we

give it a formal operational semantis. The operational se-

mantis uses transition rules to speify the permissible be-

haviors of both the generated ode and the run-time system.

We also sketh the translation of C-- to Abstrat C-- and

the implementation of Abstrat C-- on hardware.

A program in Abstrat C-- is a partial map � from names

to proedures. A proedure is a ontrol-ow graph formed

using the nodes de�ned in Table 2. The range of � inludes

only nodes of the form Entry

~

k p or Yield .

The mutable state of the C-- abstrat mahine has 7 om-

ponents:

1. the ontrol p, whih represents the urrent node,

2. the loal environment �, whih maps names to values,

3. a set s ontaining the variables of � that are stored

in allee-saves registers,

4. a unique integer uid , whih is used to enfore the re-

strition against using dead ontinuations,

5. a memory M , mapping addresses to values,

6

6. an argument-passing area A, whih is a list of values,

and

7. a stak s, whih is either empty or is a tuple onsist-

ing of a ontinuation bundle, a loal environment, a

allee-saves variable set, a unique id, and a stak. A

ontinuation bundle enodes the possible outomes of

a proedure all.

We write a state as follows:

p � s uid M A s

5.1 Environments, values, and expressions
An environment is a partial funtion from names to values.

We write the empty environment as ?. To de�ne an envi-

ronment that is like � exept that it maps v to e, we write

�[v 7! e℄. We generalize this notation to �[~v 7! ~e ℄ when we

have a list of variables ~v and a list of expressions ~e, both the

same length. To de�ne an environment that is like � exept

that it is unde�ned on the variables in set s, we write � n s.

5

The ML ommunity, whih has a long-standing tradition of for-

mal de�nitions and analyses, is an honorable exeption.

6

It is straightforward to generalize to a mahine with separate

address spaes for instrutions and data.



Entry

~

k p The unique entry node of a proedure with ontinuations

~

k and �rst node p.

Exit j n Normal exit from a proedure, representing a return to ontinuation j (the all site must have exatly n

alternate return ontinuations tagged with also returns to).

CopyIn ~v p Put results from a all, or parameters to a proedure or ontinuation, into variables ~v, and ontinue

with p.

CopyOut ~e p Make the values of expressions ~e results of a all, or the parameters to a proedure or ontinuation, and

ontinue with p.

CalleeSaves s p Make s the set of variables in allee-saves registers (by spilling or reloading), and ontinue with p.

Assign l e p Assign e to l, and ontinue with p.

Branh  p

t

p

f

Branh to p

t

or p

f

when  is true or false.

Call e

f

� Call proedure e

f

, returning to one of the nodes in the ontinuation bundle �. A ontinuation bundle is a

quadruple (~p

r

; ~p

u

; ~p



; abort), where

~p

r

are the nodes for ontinuations listed in also returns to, plus the node for normal returns,

~p

u

are the nodes for ontinuations listed in also unwinds to,

~p



are the nodes for ontinuations listed in also uts to, and

abort is either True (when a all site is annotated with also aborts) or False (otherwise).

Jump e

f

Tail all proedure e

f

. Exits the urrent proedure.

CutTo e



Cut the stak to ontinuation e



. Exits the urrent proedure.

Yield Exeute a proedure in the run-time system.

Table 2: Kinds of nodes in ontrol-ow graph

To enable variables to denote proedures and ontinuations

as well as basi C-- values, we de�ne a value as one of the

following forms:

Bits

n

k The n-bit value k

Code p (A pointer to) the node p

Cont(p; u) A ontinuation to the node p in the

stak frame with unique id u.

Beause C-- expressions have no side e�ets, we an give the

semantis of an expression e simply by giving an evaluation

funtion E [[e℄℄�M . The exat de�nition of E is not relevant

to this paper, so we present an abbreviated de�nition that

gives the idea. For simpliity, we assume that the names of

loal variables are di�erent from the names of proedures,

so for any �, dom � \ dom � = ;. Under this assumption,

E [[e℄℄�M might be de�ned as follows:

E [[v℄℄�M = �(v) if v 2 dom �

E [[v℄℄�M = Code (�(v)) if v 2 dom �

E [[type[e℄℄℄�M = load

type

(M; E [[e℄℄�M)

E [[e

1

+ e

2

℄℄�M = Bits

m

(n

1

+ n

2

) if E [[e

i

℄℄�M = Bits

m

n

i

Rules like the + rule would apply to the other built-in op-

erators. The load

type

and store

type

operations use the native

byte order of the target mahine.

5.2 Transitions of the abstract machine

The C-- abstrat mahine exeutes a program by entering

the initial state

�(main) ? ; 0 ? nil empty

The mahine makes transitions until it reahes a state in

whih no transitions are possible. If, in that state, the on-

trol is Exit 0 0 and the stak is empty, we say the program

has terminated normally ; otherwise it has gone wrong.

A set of transition rules desribes the allowable transitions.

Eah transition rule has the form:

hState 1 i

=)

hState 2 i

If the mahine is in a state mathing hState 1 i then it an

move in one step to hState 2 i (suitably instantiated). The

rest of this setion gives the transition rules.

A proedure's entry node binds the proedure's ontinua-

tions into an empty environment. The inoming environ-

ment, �, is disarded. (The values of parameters are bound

later by a CopyIn node.)

Entry

~

k p � s uid M A s

=)

p addConts(?;

~

k; uid) ; uid M A s

where eah k in

~

k is a pair (v; p) and addConts reates

bindings as follows:

addConts(�;

~

k; uid)

= �, where

~

k is empty

= addConts(�[v 7! Cont(p;uid)℄;

~

k

0

; uid),

where

~

k is (v; p) followed by

~

k

0

.

The sequene

~

k lists the ontinuations delared in the pro-

edure body. Eah k 2

~

k is a (v; p) pair, where v is the name

of the ontinuation and p is the graph node representing it.

Exit pops an ativation, returning to the return ontinuation

named in a return. The value-passing area A may hold

return values, plaed there by a preeding CopyOut node.

Exit j n � s uid M A ((�; �

0

; s

0

; uid

0

; s

0

)

=)

~p

r

0

[j℄ �

0

s

0

uid

0

M A s

0

where � = (~p

r

0

; ~p

u

0

; ~p



0

; abort), and j~p

r

0

j = n+ 1.



The value-passing area A holds arguments and results

that are passed among proedures and ontinuations. The

CopyIn and CopyOut nodes transfer values from and to that

area. To enable an implementation to reuse registers in A,

we speify that CopyIn replae A by the empty list, nil .

CopyOut may overwrite A whatever its state.

CopyIn ~v p � s uid M A s

=)

p �[~v 7! A℄ s uid M nil s

CopyOut ~e p � s uid M A s

=)

p � s uid M E [[~e ℄℄�M s

The optimizer may move values into and out of allee-saves

registers.

CalleeSaves s

0

p � s uid M A s

=)

p � s

0

uid M A s

CalleeSaves nodes are introdued only by optimizers; they

are not part of the diret translation of any C-- program

into Abstrat C--. A CalleeSaves node orresponds to a

mix of spills and reloads.

Assignment to a variable hanges the loal environment; as-

signment to memory hanges memory.

Assign v e p � s uid M A s

=)

p �[v 7! E [[e℄℄�M ℄ s uid M A s

Assign type[a℄ e p � s uid M A s

=)

p � s uid M

0

A s

where M

0

= store

type

(M; E [[a℄℄�M; E [[e℄℄�M).

Conditional branh is straightforward:

Branh  p

t

p

f

� s uid M A s

=)

if E [[℄℄�M then p

t

else p

f

� s uid M A s

A all pushes a new ativation. (Parameters will have al-

ready been plaed in A by a CopyOut node.) The ontinu-

ation bundle is saved on the stak, beause the allee, not

the aller, determines what is exeuted after the all. Eah

ativation reord must have a unique uid .

Call e

f

� � s uid M A s

=)

p

f

? ; u M A (�; �; s ; uid ; s)

where E [[e

f

℄℄�M = Code p

f

, and u is a fresh, unique

identi�er.

Tail alls are simpler; the appropriate ontinuation bundle

is already on the stak.

Jump e

f

� s uid M A s

=)

p

f

? ; u M A s

where E [[e

f

℄℄�M = Code p

f

, and u is a fresh, unique

identi�er.

When the mahine tries to ut to a ontinuation belonging

to an ativation di�erent from the urrent one (uid

00

6= uid

0

),

it removes a frame from the stak and tries again. A real

implementation uts the stak in onstant time, but the

abstrat mahine removes the ativations one at a time,

so it an go wrong if a suspended all does not have an

also aborts annotation.

CutTo e



� s uid M A (�; �

0

; s

0

; uid

0

; s

0

)

=)

CutTo e



� s uid M A s

0

where E [[e



℄℄�M = Cont(p

00

; uid

00

)

uid

00

6= uid

0

� = (~p

r

0

; ~p

u

0

; ~p



0

;True)

When the mahine �nds the right ativation (uid

00

= uid

0

),

it heks that the all site has an also uts to annotation,

and it transfers ontrol to the appropriate ontinuation. The

uid hek ensures that the mahine never invokes a dead on-

tinuation; a program that tries to do so goes wrong. As dis-

ussed in Setion 4.2, ut to does not restore values stored

in allee-saves registers; we model this behavior by removing

them from the saved environment �

0

.

CutTo e



� s uid M A (�; �

0

; s

0

; uid

0

; s

0

)

=)

p

00

�

0

ns

0

; uid

0

M A s

0

where E [[e



℄℄�M = Cont(p

00

; uid

00

)

uid

00

= uid

0

� = (~p

r

0

; ~p

u

0

; ~p



0

; abort)

p

00

2 ~p



0

The Yield node models exeution in the run-time system.

Unlike the other rules, the rules for Yield do not fully spe-

ify whih transitions take plae; that is, there are states

in whih more than one transition is permitted. This un-

derspei�ation allows the run-time system to implement a

variety of di�erent high-level exeption semantis while still

respeting the single C-- semantis.

The run-time system may unwind the stak if the suspended

proedure has an also aborts annotation:

Yield � s uid M A (�; �

0

; s

0

uid

0

; s

0

)

=)

Yield � s uid M A s

0

where � = (~p

r

0

; ~p

u

0

; ~p



0

;True).

The run-time system may hange memory, then transfer

ontrol to the normal return ontinuation, or to a ontin-

uation listed in an also returns to or also unwinds to

annotation. This transition restores allee-saves registers.

Yield � s uid M A (�; �

0

; s

0

; uid

0

; s

0

)

=)

p

0

�

0

s

0

uid

0

M

0

A

0

s

0

where � = (~p

r

0

; ~p

u

0

; ~p



0

; abort), p

0

2 ~p

r

0

[ ~p

u

0

, and A

0

is the

right length.

The run-time system passes parameters A

0

to the ontinua-

tion p

0

; the values of these parameters are unspei�ed, but

there must be exatly as many parameters as p

0

expets.



Entry

~

k p def



M . For eah v 2

~

k, def v. def A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of parameters of

the proedure.

Exit j n use



M . use A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of results of the proedure.

CopyIn ~v p For eah i 2 1::j~vj, ~v [i℄ := A[i℄.

CopyOut ~e p For eah i 2 1::j~ej, A[i℄ := ~e [i℄.

CalleeSaves s p No e�et on dataow.

Assign v e p For eah v

0

2 fv(e), use v

0

. Then def v.

Assign type[a℄ e p For eah v

0

2 fv(a) [ fv(e), use v

0

. Then def



M .

Branh  p

t

p

f

For eah v 2 fv(), use v.

Call e

f

(~p

r

; ~p

u

; ~p



; abort ) For eah v 2 e

f

, use v. use



M . def



M . use A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of

parameters to the all. Along the edge to

~p

r

[j℄ def A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of parameters to the ontinuation ~p

r

[j℄.

~p

u

[j℄ def A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of parameters to the ontinuation ~p

u

[j℄.

~p



[j℄ def A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of parameters to the ontinuation ~p



[j℄.

For eah v that ould be in s when the ode is exeuted, kill v.

If abort is True, plae use A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of results of the proedure,

along the edge to the exit node.

Jump e

f

For eah v 2 e

f

, use v. use



M . use A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of parameters to

the jump.

CutTo e



For eah v 2 e



, use v. use



M . use A[i℄; 1 � i � N , where N is the number of parameters to

the ut to.

Yield Not in any optimized proedure.

fv(e) is the free variables of e, possibly inluding the variable



M , whih represents memory.

Table 3: Dataow rules for Abstrat C--

The run-time systemmay also transfer ontrol to a ontinua-

tion listed in an also uts to annotation, without restoring

allee-saves registers.

Yield � s uid M A (�; �

0

; s

0

; uid

0

; s

0

)

=)

p

00

�

0

ns

0

; uid

0

M

0

A

0

s

0

where � = (~p

r

0

; ~p

u

0

; ~p



0

; abort), p

00

2 ~p



0

, and A

0

is the right

length.

Finally, the run-time system, in the form of the garbage

olletor, may read and write not only the values in memory,

but also the live values stored in any � anywhere on the stak

of the abstrat mahine. This possibility is not expressed by

our formal semantis; to do so would require an even more

ompliated abstrat mahine, whih would reord the set

of live variables at eah all site.

5.3 Translating C-- to Abstract C--

Translation of everything exept ontinuations, alls, jumps,

and uts should be obvious. To translate a ontinuation,

reate a CopyIn node naming the parameters of the on-

tinuation, and whose suessor is the statement following

the ontinuation. Assoiate this node with the ontinua-

tion. To translate a all, reate a CopyOut node that puts

the values of the parameters in the value-passing area, and

the suessor of whih is a Call node ontaining an expres-

sion designating the proedure to be alled. The Call node's

ontinuation bundle is omputed from the also annotations

as desribed above. If the all returns values, the normal

ontinuation should be a CopyIn node binding the return

values to the variables on the left-hand side of a all. Jumps

and uts are translated similarly, with the simpli�ation that

they never return.

5.4 Implementing the abstract machine
The C-- abstrat mahine is designed to be very like a real

mahine, hiding only the details of the registers, the alling

onvention, and the instrution set. The ontrol p orre-

sponds to the program ounter. A loal environment � or-

responds to parameters and loal variables that are stored

in registers or in the ativation reord; the set s identi-

�es the variables that are stored in allee-saves registers.

The CalleeSaves node, whih hanges s , is implemented

by instrutions that move values into or out of allee-saves

registers. Suh instrutions inlude spills, reloads, and reg-

ister shu�es. The translation of C-- to Abstrat C-- does

not use allee-saves registers or the CalleeSaves node, but

by inluding CalleeSaves node in Abstrat C--, we enable

Abstrat C-- to represent the results of a ode improve-

ment that puts values in allee-saves registers. Of ourse,

suh ode improvements muh take into aount ontrol ow

along also uts to edges; suh ow destroys values stored

in allee-saves registers.

The value-passing area A is an abstration representing

those registers that are set aside for passing values and re-

sults, as well as overow areas that may be reserved on the

stak. This abstration may have di�erent onrete rep-

resentations at di�erent all sites. C-- supports multiple

named alling onventions, and eah alling onvention may

ditate a di�erent representation of A. We also intend that

C-- optimizers be free to hoose ustomized value-passing

mehanisms when possible, e.g., for passing parameters to

proedures all of whose all sites are known.



Finally, the abstrat stak orresponds to the mahine's

stak of ativation reords.

7

On the stak, a ontinuation

bundle an be represented just by its program ounter PC ,

whih in general points to a branh table (Setion 4.2). If

the run-time system needs to �nd ~p

u

, it an use PC to look

them up in a table.

The uid exists only to ensure that a program whih tries to

use a dead ontinuation goes wrong. Beause using a dead

ontinuation is an unheked run-time error, the uid need

not be represented an implementation. It may nevertheless

be useful to represent it expliitly in order to debug front-

end ompilers that generate ode whih goes wrong.

Values of the form Bits

k

n are, of ourse, the basi values

of mahines. A value of the form Code p is represented by

a pointer to the instrutions for p. There are several ways

to implement a ontinuation value Cont(p; u). One possible

implementation is to alloate two words in the urrent a-

tivation reord, and to represent Cont(p; u) as a pointer to

this pair. With a bit more leverness, it may be possible to

alloate only the program ounter in the urrent ativation

reord, and use the pointer to that loation as the initial

stak pointer for the ontinuation. In either ase, some on-

tinuation values will need to enapsulate loations in whih

to store parameters that annot �t in registers. This infor-

mation, too, an be made impliit.

6. OPTIMIZING C-- PROGRAMS

Table 3 gives rules for adding dataow information to a C--

proedure, in terms of de�nitions, uses, opies, and kills.

8

This information is enough to enable standard optimizations

like ommon-subexpression elimination, partial-redundany

elimination, onstant propagation, opy propagation, dead-

ode elimination, ode motion, et. The optimizer an per-

form all the usual rearrangements, provided it respets the

dataow and it doesn't insert ode after Exit , Jump, CutTo,

or the abort part of a ontinuation bundle.

Figure 5 shows an example C-- proedure, and Figure 6

shows its translation into Abstrat C-- and the dataow in-

formation attahed to the Abstrat C--. The dataow infor-

mation is expressed as a stati single-assignment (SSA) num-

bering of the variables (Alpern, Wegman, and Zadek 1988;

Rosen, Wegman, and Zadek 1988; Appel 1998). The ele-

ments of theA array may be mapped onto di�erent hardware

registers depending on whih nodes de�ne and use them and

what the onventions for passing parameters and return val-

ues are. For example, in Figure 6, variables A[1℄

1

and A[1℄

2

should be mapped to the register holding the �rst parame-

ter to a all, but variables A[1℄

3

, A[1℄

5

, and A[1℄

7

should be

mapped to the register holding the �rst result from a all.

7

We do not intend that C-- itself be ompiled using ontinuation-

passing style, although of ourse C-- an easily represent high-

level programs that are ompiled using ontinuation-passing style.

A front end would perform a CPS transformation and build ex-

pliit losures to represent ontinuations. The ode in these lo-

sures would be represented by C-- proedures, to whih ontrol

would be transferred using jump. The weak C-- ontinuations

are useful only for nonloal exits, not for representing �rst-lass

ontinuations.

8

The operation kill v may be de�ned as assigning a bogus value,

e.g., v := ?

wrong

, and any omputation that depends on ?

wrong

may be de�ned to have gone wrong.

f( bits32 a ) {

bits32 b, , d;

b = a;

 = a;

b,  = g(  )

also unwinds to k;

 = b +  + a;

return(  );

ontinuation k( d ):

return( b + d );

}

Figure 5: Example proedure
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Figure 6: The example proedure's translation in

Abstrat C--, and its dataow graph in SSA form.



7. RELATED WORK
This paper disusses the low-level implementation of exep-

tions; Drew and Gough (1994) omplements this paper by

presenting a taxonomy of high-level designs of exeption-

handling models.

Chase (1994a) and (1994b) provide helpful, lear explana-

tions of the tehniques required to implement both syn-

hronous and asynhronous exeptions. Liskov and Sny-

der (1979) disusses both the programming methodology in

whih exeptions should be used and the eÆieny of their

implementation.

Drew, Gough, and Ledermann (1995) disusses implementa-

tion of the stak-unwinding tehnique, in whih there is zero

dynami overhead to enter the sope of an exeption han-

dler. Their register alloator is unaware of the ontrol-ow

edges from all sites to exeption handlers, so any variable

that is mentioned in a body and a handler must be alloated

on the stak. C--'s also unwinds to annotation should en-

able optimizers to avoid this performane penalty.

Hennessy (1981) disusses errors that an our if the opti-

mizer does not know about the additional ontrol-ow edges

introdued by exeptional termination. It presents dataow

equations that a front-end ompiler an use to ompute the

annotations it must plae at eah C-- all site. It also dis-

usses interproedural analyses that ompute potential ef-

fets on global variables. Suh analyses ould be aommo-

dated in C-- by splitting



M . This sheme would require

additional annotations for stores, fethes, alls, jumps, and

invoations.

It is hard to �nd out how real optimizing ompilers deal

with exeptions, but we believe that most either make pes-

simisti assumptions or implement ad ho rules that are

tightly bound to the partiular exeption model of the lan-

guage being ompiled. In either ase, all the standard opti-

mizations must be reonsidered in light of the partiular se-

mantis hosen for exeptions. For example, Shilling (1998)

desribes some of the optimizations used in C++, partiu-

larly emphasizing the optimization of funtions that need

not partiipate in exeption dispath. Our approah allows

well-developed optimization tehnology to be applied to a

program that uses exeptions. Appel (1992) does something

similar in a funtional setting|by identifying exeption han-

dlers with ontinuations, Appel's ompiler an simply use

the existing body of optimizations known to be supported

by ontinuation-passing style. (This style ould be expressed

in C-- in a manner muh like that of the Appendix, exept

that jump would be used instead of ut to.)

Bruggeman, Waddell, and Dybvig (1996) introdues \one-

shot ontinuations," whih are like general Sheme ontinu-

ations exept that they an be invoked at most one. One-

shot ontinuations would ertainly suÆe to implement C--

ontinuations, but the implementation is part of the Chez

Sheme system, and it is not immediately obvious whether

the tradeo�s that are good for Sheme would also be good

for C--. The results on segmented staks, at least, appear

highly relevant to a onurrent version of C--.
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APPENDIX

A. IMPLEMENTING EXCEPTIONS
We believe that C-- an support a rih variety of soure-

language exeption semantis. Demonstrations would pro-

vide supporting evidene, but unfortunately any demonstra-

tion neessarily �xes both the semantis of the soure lan-

guage and the ost model used in the implementation. To

save spae, we sketh only two potential exeption dispath-

ers. Both dispathers implement Modula-3 exeptions, but

they use two di�erent ost models.

A.1 Modula3 exceptions with zero normal

case overhead
Figure 7 shows a fragment from a game-playing program

written in Modula-3. Modula-3 uses TRY-EXCEPT-END to

show handlers and their sopes. The statement sequenes to

the right of the arrows (=>) are handlers for the exeptions

BadMove and NoMoreTiles. If either of these exeptions is

raised anywhere between TRY and EXCEPT, ontrol transfers

to the appropriate handler. Otherwise, after the assignment

to next, ontrol skips diretly from EXCEPT to END. After

exeution of a handler, ontrol also transfers to END.

Using an implementation based on run-time stak unwind-

ing, this ode might be translated into the C-- proedure

shown in Figure 8.

To see how exeption dispath works, let us suppose that

getMove terminates normally, but makeMove disovers that

the move annot be made beause it goes o� the board.

makeMove would ontain the Modula-3 statement

PROCEDURE TryAMove() =

BEGIN

TRY

makeMove(getMove(player));

next := (next + 1) MOD NUMBER(players);

EXCEPT

| BadMove(why) => player.badmove(why);

| NoMoreTiles => player.badmove("too few tiles");

END;

INC(movesTried);

END TryAMove;

Figure 7: Example Modula-3 proedure

TryAMove() {

bits32 s, t;

t = getMove(player) also unwinds to k1, k2;

makeMove(t) also unwinds to k1, k2;

t = bits32[players℄; /* load size of array

from its desriptor */

next = (next + 1) mod t;

finish:

movesTried = movesTried + 1;

return;

ontinuation k1( s ):

t = bits32[bits32[player℄+12℄; /* load address of

badmove method */

t( s );

goto finish;

ontinuation k2:

t = bits32[bits32[player℄+12℄; /* load address of

badmove method */

t( "Not enough tiles" );

goto finish;

}

Figure 8: C-- implementation of Modula-3 TryAMove,

using run-time stak unwinding.

RAISE BadMove("off board");

whih might be translated into a yield to awaken the front

end runtime and request exeption-dispathing servie. The

details of the partiular exeption would be pushed onto a

global \exeption stak."

push_exn_info(Exn_BadMove, "off board");

yield( EXCEPTION );

The front-end runtime would invoke the exeption dis-

pather, a simpli�ed version of whih appears in Figure 9.

The dispather would get the exeption information, then

all FirstAtivation(tb, &a) to get the ativation han-

dle for the topmost ativation on the stak. Next it would

map the ativation handle to a statially alloated exeption

desriptor for TryAMove; mehanisms for implementing this

mapping are disussed in Peyton Jones and Ramsey (1998).

If the exeption raised were not handled by any of the

handlers in the desriptor, the dispather would then all

NextAtivation(&a) to get the next frame. Eventually it

would �nd the ativation for TryAMove, whose exeption de-

sriptor states that ontinuation 0 handles the Modula-3 ex-

eption BadMove. (For purposes of SetUnwindCont, we num-

ber ontinuations, starting at zero, in the order in whih they



strut exn_desriptor {

int handler_ount;

strut

{ void *exn_tag; int ont_num; int takes_arg; }

handlers[1℄;

}

void dispather() {

ativation a;

void *exn_tag, *arg;

pop_exn_info(&exn_tag, &arg);

FirstAtivation(tb, &a);

for (;;) {

strut exn_desriptor *d;

d = ...a... ; /* Map ativation to exn

desriptor, somehow */

if (d) {

int i;

for (i = 0; i < d->handler_ount; i++)

if (d->handlers[i℄.exn_tag == exn_tag) {

SetAtivation(tb, &a);

/* unwind stak */

SetUnwindCont(tb,

d->handlers[i℄.ont_num);

/* hoose handler */

if (d->handlers[i℄.takes_arg) {

/* exn expets value */

void **result = FindContParam(tb, 0);

*result = arg; /* Assign result */

}

return;

}

}

if (!NextAtivation(&a))

abort(); /* unhandled exeption: dump ore */

}

}

Figure 9: A simpli�ed exeption dispather for

Modula-3, written in C

appear in the also unwinds to annotation for the all site

at whih the ativation is suspended.) The dispather would

then use SetAtivation to establish the ativation to re-

sume and SetUnwindCont to ause resumption at the proper

ontinuation. Finally it would use FindContParam(tb, 0)

to �nd the loation in whih to put the argument to the han-

dler. (Continuation parameters are also numbered starting

at zero.)

As reommended in the Modula-3 manual, this implementa-

tion requires zero dynami overhead for entering the sope of

an exeption handler, but the ost of dispathing an exep-

tion may be onsiderable. A real dispather for Modula-3

would be more ompliated, beause it would have to pro-

vide for �nalization (TRY-FINALLY-END), for handlers that

reeive multiple exeptions, and for better reovery from

unhandled exeptions. The dispather inluded with DEC

SRC Modula-3 even inludes performane optimizations,

suh as eÆient �nalization of loks.

A.2 Modula3 exceptions in constant time
Some ompilers use a di�erent implementation trade-o�. A

small overhead is added to every TRY-EXCEPT-END, but in ex-

hange, exeption dispath is very eÆient|typially a few

instrutions. The high-level language maintains a stak of

handlers, perhaps pointed to by a register. Every exeption

register bits32 exn_top;

/* top of exn stak */

TryAMove() {

bits32 t, exn_tag, arg, k1;

exn_top += sizeof(k);

/* put k on the dynami exeption stak */

bits32[exn_top℄ = k;

t = getMove(player) also uts to k;

makeMove(t) also uts to k;

t = bits32[players℄;

/* load size of array from its desriptor */

next = (next + 1) mod t;

exn_top -= sizeof(k)

/* leave TRY-EXCEPT-END */

finish:

movesTried = movesTried + 1;

return;

ontinuation k (exn_tag, arg):

if (exn_tag == BadMove) {

t = bits32[bits32[player℄+12℄;

/* load address of badmove method */

t( arg );

goto finish;

} else if (exn_tag == NoMoreTiles) {

t = bits32[bits32[player℄+12℄;

/* load address of badmove method */

t( "Not enough tiles" );

goto finish;

} else {

k1 = bits32[exn_top℄;

exn_top -= sizeof(k1);

ut to k1(exn_tag, arg);

}

}

Figure 10: C-- implementation of Modula-3

TryAMove, using stak utting.

is dispathed to the handler on top of the stak, and that

handler ontains ode to identify the exeption and pass it

on to the next handler if neessary.

Using this style of implementation, the proedure TryAMove

from Figure 7 ould be ompiled into the C-- ode shown

in Figure 10. (This example assumes that the mahine's

native data-pointer type is bits32.) The ode to raise an

exeption:

RAISE exn (val);

would be ompiled into this C--:

k = bits32[exn_top℄; /* feth urrent handler

from stak */

exn_top -= sizeof(k); /* pop stak */

invoke k(exn, val); /* invoke the handler */

There is no equivalent to the exeption dispather in Fig-

ure 9; instead, the propagation of exeptions is implemented

in the handler itself.


